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TeaserTeaser

 Near future high-precision telescopes and satellites will Near future high-precision telescopes and satellites will 
vastly improve our knowledge of the universevastly improve our knowledge of the universe

 Unprecedented accuracy, broadness and completeness Unprecedented accuracy, broadness and completeness 
invites us to think outside the boxinvites us to think outside the box

 Not necessarily only on crazy ideas...Not necessarily only on crazy ideas...

 … … but also on but also on semi-crazysemi-crazy ideas. ideas.
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Homogeneity  and  IsotropyHomogeneity  and  Isotropy

 The most basic (and old) tenets of cosmologyThe most basic (and old) tenets of cosmology

 FLRW metric:FLRW metric:
 most general homogeneous and isotropic metricmost general homogeneous and isotropic metric
 overwhelmingly successful at describing the universe in overwhelmingly successful at describing the universe in 

large-scaleslarge-scales
 ConsistentConsistent with all current observations with all current observations

 Hard to probe directly  →Hard to probe directly  → lightconelightcone vs.  vs. const. timeconst. time slices: slices:
 Possibility Possibility →→ more exotic models may also be  more exotic models may also be consistentconsistent  

with datawith data
 e.g.: void modelse.g.: void models
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Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi modelsLemaître-Tolman-Bondi models

 LTB metrics describe LTB metrics describe void modelsvoid models

ds2 = ¡dt2 + [R
0(t; r)]2

1 + ¯(r)
dr2 +R2(t; r)d2

 Exact solution in a matter-dominated eraExact solution in a matter-dominated era
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LTB models  (2)LTB models  (2)

 The Alnes et al. The Alnes et al. (astro-ph/0607334)(astro-ph/0607334) class of LTB models: class of LTB models:
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 We will consider 2 such models:We will consider 2 such models:
 similar void sizes similar void sizes (z ~ .3)(z ~ .3)
 different values of  Δrdifferent values of  Δr transition width
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LTB models  (3)LTB models  (3)

 Void caracteristicsVoid caracteristics

Model I
Model II
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Why study void models?Why study void models?

 Voids such as the ones showed can mimic the Hubble Voids such as the ones showed can mimic the Hubble 
diagram diagram withoutwithout the need for  the need for dark energydark energy!!
 Acceleration Acceleration →→  artifactartifact of wrong assumption on  of wrong assumption on 

homogeneityhomogeneity
 Correct placement of 1Correct placement of 1stst  peak of CMB*peak of CMB*
 Not over complicatedNot over complicated
 Could arise from...Could arise from...
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Why study void models?Why study void models?

 Voids such as the ones showed can mimic the Hubble Voids such as the ones showed can mimic the Hubble 
diagram diagram withoutwithout the need for  the need for dark energydark energy!!
 Acceleration Acceleration →→  artifactartifact of wrong assumption on  of wrong assumption on 

homogeneityhomogeneity
 Correct placement of 1Correct placement of 1stst  peak of CMB*peak of CMB*
 Not over complicatedNot over complicated
 Could arise from Could arise from 

 back-reaction effects back-reaction effects → → one of many bubblesone of many bubbles
 eternal inflation scenarioseternal inflation scenarios

 Isotropic, if observer is in the centerIsotropic, if observer is in the center
 No a priori reason for thatNo a priori reason for that**  → →  unlikely! unlikely!
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Constraints on Void ModelsConstraints on Void Models

 Large voids (> 1.5 Gpc) are in conflict withLarge voids (> 1.5 Gpc) are in conflict with
 CMB blackbody spectrum  CMB blackbody spectrum  

 Caldwell & Stebbins: 0711.3459 (PRL) Caldwell & Stebbins: 0711.3459 (PRL) 
 Kinematic Sunyaev-Zeldovich eKinematic Sunyaev-Zeldovich effectffect  from large clusters from large clusters 

 García-Bellido & Haugbolle:  0807.1326 (JCAP)García-Bellido & Haugbolle:  0807.1326 (JCAP)

 Sharp transitions could Sharp transitions could 
be in conflict with SDSS be in conflict with SDSS 
LRG or SNe distribution LRG or SNe distribution 
(no excess at   z (no excess at   z ≈≈ .3) .3)
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Let  iT  BeLet  iT  Be

 LTB – Lemaître-Tolman-BondiLTB – Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi
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Let  iT  BeLet  iT  Be

 LTB – Lemaître-Tolman-BondiLTB – Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi

 LBT – Large Binocular TelescopeLBT – Large Binocular Telescope

 BLT – Bacon Lettuce TomatoBLT – Bacon Lettuce Tomato
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Gaia in 1 slideGaia in 1 slide

 Broad scientific goalsBroad scientific goals
 Allows us to Allows us to detectdetect large-scale deviations from isotropy large-scale deviations from isotropy  

through observations of through observations of changes in the angular separationchanges in the angular separation  
between sources at cosmic distances in a between sources at cosmic distances in a 5-year 5-year time periodtime period

 GaiaGaia will achieve: will achieve:
 astrometry measurements with an astrometry measurements with an 

accuracy of about  accuracy of about  10 – 200 10 – 200 μμasas  
 a catalogue of approximately one a catalogue of approximately one 

billion stars to magnitude 20.billion stars to magnitude 20.
 astrometric measurements of some astrometric measurements of some 

500,000500,000 distant quasars distant quasars

Launch: Dec 2011

Quercellini, Quartin & Amendola  0809.3675 (PRL)

Quercellini, Cabella, Amendola, Quartin & Balbi  0905.4853
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More on GaiaMore on Gaia
Magnitude

 GaiaGaia will detect  will detect 
quasars over quasars over 
20,00020,000 sq.  sq. 
degrees on the degrees on the 
skysky

 Multiply all these Multiply all these 
numbers by numbers by 55
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More on Gaia  (2)More on Gaia  (2)
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The Cosmic Parallax effectThe Cosmic Parallax effect

 In a FRW metric,  In a FRW metric,  ΔΔttγγ  ≡≡  γγ22 –  – γγ11 = 0.  = 0. 

 In any anisotropic metric, however, ΔIn any anisotropic metric, however, Δttγ γ ≠≠ 0, and we have  0, and we have 
cosmic parallax.cosmic parallax.
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The Cosmic Parallax effectThe Cosmic Parallax effect

 In a FRW metric,  In a FRW metric,  ΔΔttγγ  ≡≡  γγ22 –  – γγ11 = 0.  = 0. 
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Estimating the Cosmic ParallaxEstimating the Cosmic Parallax

 Calculating the Cosmic Parallax require solving the full Calculating the Cosmic Parallax require solving the full 
LTB geodesic equationsLTB geodesic equations

 Simple, Simple, non-consistentnon-consistent estimate  flat FRW universe with → estimate  flat FRW universe with →
H(t)  H(t, r)→H(t)  H(t, r)→

 Assume 2 sources at same  Assume 2 sources at same  z z  initially separated by   initially separated by  ΔθΔθ..
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Estimating the Cosmic ParallaxEstimating the Cosmic Parallax

 Calculating the Cosmic Parallax require solving the full Calculating the Cosmic Parallax require solving the full 
LTB geodesic equationsLTB geodesic equations

 Simple, Simple, non-consistentnon-consistent estimate  flat FRW universe with → estimate  flat FRW universe with →
H(t)  H(t, r)→H(t)  H(t, r)→

 Assume 2 sources at same  Assume 2 sources at same  z z  initially separated by   initially separated by  ΔθΔθ..
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 Actual effect  need to solve the LTB geodesic eqs.→Actual effect  need to solve the LTB geodesic eqs.→

 ΔΔttγ in 10 yrs for a pair of quasars at γ in 10 yrs for a pair of quasars at z=1z=1 (typical for Gaia) (typical for Gaia)

ResultsResults

Model I   ―
Model II ---
Estimate  ....

Angular position
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Results  (2)Results  (2)

 ΔΔttγ in 10 years for a pair of quasars separated by 90γ in 10 years for a pair of quasars separated by 90o o (also (also 
typical)typical), at , at different redshiftsdifferent redshifts

Quartin & Amendola (in prep)

Model I   ―
Model II ---
Estimate  ....
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Cosmic Parallax with GaiaCosmic Parallax with Gaia

 SNe  off-center distance X→SNe  off-center distance X→ 00  ≤≤ 150 Mpc. 150 Mpc.

 CMB dipole  off-center dist. X→CMB dipole  off-center dist. X→ 00  ≤≤ 15 Mpc. 15 Mpc.

 Assuming:Assuming:
 XX00  == 15 Mpc  (aggressive); 15 Mpc  (aggressive);

 Astrometric precision of 30 Astrometric precision of 30 μμas;as;
 Nominal Gaia duration (Nominal Gaia duration (∆t = 5 years∆t = 5 years) ) 

 Gaia can detect the Cosmic Parallax at Gaia can detect the Cosmic Parallax at 11σσ  if    if  
## sources  sources ≥≥ 450,000   (conservative) 450,000   (conservative)

Alnes & Armazguioui
astro-ph/0607334 (PRD)
astro-ph/0610331 (PRD)
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Noise and SistematicsNoise and Sistematics

 Most Most obviousobvious source of noise  peculiar velocities→ source of noise  peculiar velocities→

 Most Most seriousserious source of noise  changing aberration due → source of noise  changing aberration due →
to acceleration of the solar systemto acceleration of the solar system

Gaia predicts ≈  4 μas  effect, of 
which 90% could be subtracted 
→ 0.4 μas spurious dipole

Kovalevsky 2003
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Cosmic Parallax in other modelsCosmic Parallax in other models

 The cosmic parallax effect is sensitive to any kind of The cosmic parallax effect is sensitive to any kind of 
anisotropy;anisotropy;

 Measurement of Measurement of late-time anisotropylate-time anisotropy!!
 Primordial anisotropy gets diluted with expansionPrimordial anisotropy gets diluted with expansion

 Present anisotropy  →Present anisotropy  → anisotropic pressure fieldanisotropic pressure field!!
 Overall effect can be Overall effect can be muchmuch higher in Bianchi I higher in Bianchi I
 Different anisotropic models Different anisotropic models → → different different multipole multipole 

dependencedependence;;

Koivisto & Mota
arXiv:0707.0279  (ApJ)
arXiv:0801.3676  (JCAP)
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Bianchi IBianchi I

 Bianchi I metricBianchi I metric

 Flat, no overall vorticityFlat, no overall vorticity

 Non-zero shearNon-zero shear

ds2 = ¡dt2 + a2(t)dx2 + b2(t)dy2 + c2(t)dz2
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Cosmic Parallax in Bianchi ICosmic Parallax in Bianchi I
>~ 2 μas

Quercellini, Cabella, Amendola, Quartin & Balbi  0905.4853
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Real-Time CosmologyReal-Time Cosmology

 Cosmic parallax is but one of the recently proposed Real-Cosmic parallax is but one of the recently proposed Real-
Time Cosmology observable effects.Time Cosmology observable effects.

radialradial transverse

Sandage-Loeb
effect

cosmic parallax

peculiar
acceleration

proper
acceleration

global 
(velocity)

local
(acceleration)

Quartin, Amendola, Balbi & Quercellini (in prep)
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Real-Time Cosmology  (2)Real-Time Cosmology  (2)
radialradial transverse

Sandage-Loeb
effect

cosmic 
parallax

peculiar
acceleration

proper
acceleration

global 
(velocity)

local
(acceleration)

 S-L effect  measure dz/dt  as many objects as possible→ →S-L effect  measure dz/dt  as many objects as possible→ →

 Pecul. accel.  measure →Pecul. accel.  measure → accel. of stars inside Milky Way  e.g. →accel. of stars inside Milky Way  e.g. →
distinguish between Newton or MoNDdistinguish between Newton or MoND

 Proper accel.  measure dz/dt  objects in a cluster  → → →Proper accel.  measure dz/dt  objects in a cluster  → → →
independent measure of mass (no need to assume virialization)independent measure of mass (no need to assume virialization)

Uzan, Clark & Ellis, 0801.0068 (PRL)

Amendola, Quercellini & Balbi  0708.1132 (Phys.Lett.B)

Quartin , Amendola, Balbi & Quercellini (in prep)
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Redshift Drift in LTBRedshift Drift in LTB

 Sandage-Loeb redshift drift in LTB is Sandage-Loeb redshift drift in LTB is differentdifferent from  from ΛΛCDM!CDM!

Quartin & Amendola (in prep)
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z Drift in other DE modelsz Drift in other DE models

Balbi & Quercellini, 0704.2350 (MNRAS)

Quartin & Amendola (in prep)
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ConclusionsConclusions

 ““Cosmic parallax”Cosmic parallax” is  is notnot a regular parallax! a regular parallax!

 Competitive consistency test of FRW metric;Competitive consistency test of FRW metric;

 LTB is less symmetric than FLRWLTB is less symmetric than FLRW
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ConclusionsConclusions

 ““Cosmic parallax”Cosmic parallax” is  is notnot a regular parallax! a regular parallax!

 Competitive consistency test of FRW metric;Competitive consistency test of FRW metric;

 LTB is less symmetric than FLRWLTB is less symmetric than FLRW
 FLRW less symmetric than static universeFLRW less symmetric than static universe

 Anisotropy test    measures →Anisotropy test    measures → presentpresent anisotropy; anisotropy;

 It's within observational reach of Gaia;It's within observational reach of Gaia;
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Conclusions  (2)Conclusions  (2)

 Advantages over other anisotropy probesAdvantages over other anisotropy probes
 CMB dipole:CMB dipole:

 already limited by already limited by cosmic variancecosmic variance
 completely degenerated with our peculiar velocitycompletely degenerated with our peculiar velocity

 Other CMB multipoles:Other CMB multipoles:
 assume anisotropy is not growingassume anisotropy is not growing

 Supernovae:Supernovae:
 Need > 10,000 SNe for same sensitivity of GaiaNeed > 10,000 SNe for same sensitivity of Gaia

 Requires good subtraction of aberration changes in case Requires good subtraction of aberration changes in case 
of void models.of void models.
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Conclusions  (2)Conclusions  (2)

 Advantages over other anisotropy probesAdvantages over other anisotropy probes
 CMB dipole:CMB dipole:

 already limited by already limited by cosmic variancecosmic variance
 completely degenerated with our peculiar velocitycompletely degenerated with our peculiar velocity

 Other CMB multipoles:Other CMB multipoles:
 assume anisotropy is not growingassume anisotropy is not growing

 Supernovae:Supernovae:
 Need > 10,000 SNe for same sensitivity of GaiaNeed > 10,000 SNe for same sensitivity of Gaia

 Requires good subtraction of aberration changes in case Requires good subtraction of aberration changes in case 
of void models.of void models.

Thanks!
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LTB models  (4)LTB models  (4)

 Hubble parameter is no longer uniqueHubble parameter is no longer unique

Model I
Model II

Model I
Model II
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Distinctions between HDistinctions between H
|||| and and H H⊥⊥

 Baryon Acoustic Oscillation signal depends partly on HBaryon Acoustic Oscillation signal depends partly on H
||||

 SNe observations are only related to HSNe observations are only related to H⊥⊥

García-Bellido & Haugbolle:  0802.1523 (JCAP)
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Other Gaia GoalsOther Gaia Goals

 Stellar parallax  distances without physical assumptions. →Stellar parallax  distances without physical assumptions. →
 Faintest objects  a more complete view of the stellar →Faintest objects  a more complete view of the stellar →

luminosity function. luminosity function. 
 Large amount of objects  examine the more rapid stages of →Large amount of objects  examine the more rapid stages of →

stellar evolution. Also important  understand the dynamics →stellar evolution. Also important  understand the dynamics →
of our galaxy: 1 billion stars = 1% of its content.of our galaxy: 1 billion stars = 1% of its content.

 Astrometric and kinematic properties of star  understand →Astrometric and kinematic properties of star  understand →
the various stellar populations, especially the most distant.the various stellar populations, especially the most distant.

 Tangential speeds of 40 million stars to a precision of better Tangential speeds of 40 million stars to a precision of better 
than 0.5 km/sthan 0.5 km/s
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More on Gaia  (3)More on Gaia  (3)
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Extras: Constraints on Void Extras: Constraints on Void 
ModelsModels

 Kinematic Sunyaev-Zeldovich eKinematic Sunyaev-Zeldovich effectffect  from large clusters from large clusters 
 García-Bellido & Haugbolle:  0807.1326 (JCAP)García-Bellido & Haugbolle:  0807.1326 (JCAP)
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Estimating the Cosmic Parallax  (Estimating the Cosmic Parallax  (2)2)

ZERO inside the void in Model II

Dipole effect

Model I
Model II
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Gaia ForecastGaia Forecast

Gaia+

Gaia
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